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The Artist

Working as a documentary photographer and 
writer, Mahen Bala explores Malaysian culture 
and heritage, with a special interest in human 
stories. His past projects include features on 
kopitiams, cinemas, the riverine history of 
Kuala Lumpur, and more recently, the history 
of Malaysia’s railways. 

In March 2017 he won the Polar ICE Chal-
lenge, organised by Ministry of Science, Tech-
nology and Innovation (MOSTI), throug-
Sultan Mizan Antarctic Research Foundation 
(YPASM), in collaboration with Lembaga 
Pembangunan Seni Visual Negara. THe com-
petition was a nation-wide call for proposals 
on how the public can be engaged to better 
understand Antarctica and Malaysia's role in 
international polar research. 

The Exhibition

Viewers are invited to explore the installation 
and the photographs without the need for any 
form of guide.Vanishing landscapes captures 
ephemeral moments of beauty on the harsh-
est landscape on Earth, while nomads offer a 
glimpse of migratory life in a seemingly ‘life-
less’ land, and signs of us remind us of a distant 
era of boundless greed and exploitation.

Antarctica is truly no man’s land, a free con-
tinent owned by no one nation, corporation, 
or individual, and work is needed for it to re-
main that way. THis exhibition is a celebration 
of the sacrifice of early explorers, scientists, and 
visionaries who contributed immensely to the 
collective ambition in safeguarding this fragile, 
precious continent for posterity.

Welcome to No Man's Land

Proceeds from the exhibiton will go towards 
supporting a charitable cause, and documen-
tary initiatives. 

Prints are made on archival quality fine art 
paper, available in two sizes:

 
Medium

   12" x 18" 
   (30.5cm x 45.7cm) 

  RM900

Large 
   24" x 36"

   (61cm x 91.4cm)
 RM1,800

For more information on the portfolio, con-
tact the artist at:  

54joules@gmail.com
mahenbala.com
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vanishing landscapes

First light gives birth to a new world. Contours of the land 
slowly unveiled themselves from under the fog, outlined by 
liquid ice as dark as ink. The landscape changed with every 
breath of light, glowing brighter by the second, and the only 
way to see it all was to run between portside and starboard as 
the ship skirted around the peninsula. Capturing these ephem-
eral landscapes became a daily ritual; I would end up spending 
hours on deck, as the scenery unrolled itself like an emaki(jap-
anese scroll). 



early morningvanishing landscapes
#1



early morning
#2
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early morning
#3
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early morning
#4
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early morning
#5
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early morning
#6
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early morning
#7
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late afternoon
#8

vanishing landscapes



dawn
#9

vanishing landscapes



late evening
#10

vanishing landscapes



nomads

Being of warmer climate than the rest of the continent, the 
Antarctic peninsula plays host to a myriad of curious creatures. 
In the heat of summer they gather here to feed, nest,and breed. 

Penguins dot the landscape with their little enclaves, a colony 
of many thousand, most of them too young too swim. With 
great concentration, they wait for their feathers to molt, and 
soon they will be ready for the open seas. 
  
The seals were the liveliest, playfully jostling each other on land, 
and later gliding through the water like a torpedo towards an 
unsuspecting penguin.
 
The most majestic of all were the whales, gentle giants of an 
unimaginable scale, twirling around the boat and under us 
with the grace and poise of a ballet dancer.  
 
Come winter,  when Antarctica freezes over, these nomads will 
leave the continent behind to make their way to warmer and 
greener pastures. 



early morningnomads
landing, Neko Harbour



early morning
beach, Neko Harbour

nomads



late afternoon
humpback diving

nomads



early morning
humpback

nomads



early morning
beach, Cuverville Island

nomads



early morning
Gentoo nest, Cuverville Island

nomads



morning
seals, Cuverville Island

nomads



afternoon
humpback waving

nomads



noon
beach, Mikkelsen Harbour

nomads



late afternoon
convoy

nomads



morning
beach, Deception Island

nomads



signs of us

There are no humans living permanently on Antarctica. 
Researchers are stationed at national bases temporarily before 
leaving for winter. There are no cars, skyscrapers, billboards, 
power lines, restaurants or shopping malls.

At Deception Island, remnants of structures and artifacts from 
the whaling era, rise like scars on scorched earth. How tragic 
that the only signs of humanity are of greed and verocity in 
exploiting all there is around us to the point of exhaustion. 
 
Today, only activities related to science and peace is allowed 
on the continent, guaranteeing the freedom for wildlife to once 
again roam the land and the seas. 



morningsigns of us
remnants, Deception Island #1



morning
remnants, Deception Island #2

signs of us



morningsigns of us
remnants, Deception Island #3



morning
remnants, Deception Island #4

signs of us



antarctic monochromes

Peering through at an inverted world on the groundglass, I 
imagined what it would have been like to see this place for the 
first time, as the early explorers did. In the name of commercial 
and national interests, they braved certain death and crippling 
cold into unchartered territory. Traversing deadly seas, their 
success was measured in terms of survival, not the conquering 
of lands. 

Early expeditions almost always included a photographer. 
Much of our early glimpses of the continent were captured by 
these early photographers, particularly Frank Hurley and Her-
bert Ponting who made numerous trips to Antarctica, not all of 
them successful.  
 
These photographs were photographed on film, and hand devel-
oped by the artist.



morning
outflow, Deception island

monochromes



morningmonochromes
shipwreck, Deception Island



late afternoon
beach, Hannah Point

monochromes



morning
whaling, Deception Island

monochromes



late afternoon
Chinstrap penguins, Hannah Point

monochromes



 morning
whaling boats, Deception Island

monochromes



morning
fragments, Deception Island

monochromes



morning
teeth, Deception Island

monochromes



early morning
#2

monochromes
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THis publication supplements the exhibition No Man's Land at 
Balai Seni Visual Negara, showing works produced by Mahen 
Bala during his trip to Antarctica in March 2017. Over a two 
week period, he visited multiple locations around the Antarctic 
peninsula, where the bulk of research work are being conducted.

Photographs presented here will be shown around the country in 
an effort to raise awareness on international polar research and 
climate change.  

© 2017 Mahen Bala

All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form or by any means whatsoever without 
express written permission from the author.

Back cover:
Satellite image of Antarctica, 
with the peninsula being the 
stretch of land in the top left of 
the continent.

Top:
Gentoo penguins resting on a 
piece of ice at Neko Harbour.
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map of antarctica


